In the List H-Homomorphism Problem, for a graph H that is a parameter of the problem, an instance consists of an undirected graph G with a list constraint L(v)
Introduction
An instance of a constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) consists of a set of variables and a set of constraints over the variables. The objective is to determine whether there is an assignment to these variables that satisfies all the constraints. A CSP refers to a particular problem in which we are allowed to use a specific set of constraints. Using a different set of constraints, we can express various fundamental problems such as SAT, 3-Coloring, and systems of linear equations in terms of CSPs.
In this paper, we consider the assignment testing of CSPs in the context of property testing (Goldreich et al. 1998) . In property testing, we aim to design a (randomized) algorithm that distinguishes whether the input satisfies some predetermined property, or is "far" from it (see Goldreich 2011; Ron 2009 for surveys). Let f : V → A be an assignment for a CSP instance, where V is the set of variables and A is their domain. We also have a weight function w : V → R with v∈V w(v) = 1. Then, we say that f is -far from satisfying assignments if no modification of up to an -fraction of f makes it a satisfying assignment, where the -fraction is measured with respect to the weight function w. An algorithm is called a tester for if, given an instance of the CSP, and an oracle access to an assignment f : V → A, it has an acceptance probability of at least 2/3 if f is a satisfying assignment, and a rejection probability of at least 2/3 if f is -far from any satisfying assignment. The efficiency of an algorithm is measured by the number of accesses to f , called the query complexity.
Let n be the number of variables in the input instance. Any CSP can be tested with n queries since we can read the whole assignment f . It is known that we can test the assignments of 2SAT with O( √ n) queries (Fischer et al. 2002) , and testing assignments of 3SAT requires Ω(n) queries (Ben-Sasson et al. 2006) . In this paper, we extend these results and initiate the study of assignment testing for a wide class of CSPs, namely List H-homomorphism Problems, which we will describe below. cc 25 (2016) Testing list H-homomorphisms 739
For two graphs G = (V (G), E(G)) and H = (V (H), E(H)), a map f : V (G) → V (H) is called a homomorphism from G to H if (f (u), f(v)) ∈ E(H) whenever (u, v) ∈ E(G). In the H-Homomorphism Problem (HOM(H) for short), for a graph H that is a parameter of the problem, given a graph G as an input, the objective is to determine whether there is a homomorphism from G to H. We can see that HOM(H) is a special case of a CSP by considering that V (G) as the variable set and each edge (u, v) ∈ E(G) as a constraint of the form (f (u), f(v)) ∈ E(H). In this paper, we do not assume that G and H are simple graphs. Note that we cannot ignore self-loops when checking the existence of homomorphisms though we can safely replace parallel edges by a single edge. It is well known that HOM(H) is in P if H has a self-loop or is bipartite and is NP-Complete otherwise (Bulatov 2005; Hell & Nešetřil 1990) .
For two graphs G and H and a set of list constraints
The List H-Homomorphism Problem (LHOM(H) for short) is a variant of the H-Homomorphism Problem. Let the graph H again be a parameter of the problem again, and assume that an instance consists of a graph G and a set of list constraints {L(v)} v∈V (G) . The objective is to determine whether there exists a list-homomorphism f from G to H. We can also see that LHOM(H) is a special case of a CSP. That is, in addition to constraints associated with edges in G, we have an extra constraint of the form f (v) ∈ L(v) for each vertex v ∈ V (G). There are many results on the relationship between the graph H and the computational complexity of LHOM(H) (Egri et al. 2012; Feder & Hell 1998; Feder et al. 1999 Feder et al. , 2003 . In particular, LHOM(H) is in P if H is a bi-arc graph and is NP-Complete otherwise (Feder et al. 2003 ) (the definition of a bi-arc graph is given later).
In this paper, we consider the problem of testing (assignments of) LHOM(H) in the spirit of the massively parameterized model (Newman 2010) . This problem considers instances of the form (G, L, w, f) , where G is a graph, {L(v)} v∈V (G) is a set of list con-cc 25 (2016) straints, w : V (G) → R is a weight function, and f : V (G) → V (H) is a map. Here, G, L, w are given explicitly and f is given as an oracle access. We aim to test whether the map f : V (G) → V (H) is a list-homomorphism from G to H or is -far from being so, where the -farness is measured with respect to the weight function w (see Section 2 for details). We always measure the query complexity of testing LHOM(H) by the number of accesses to f .
We say that LHOM(H) is testable with q(n) queries if we can test any instance (G, L, w, f) with q(|V (G)|) queries. We say that LHOM(H) is (not) testable with a constant/sublinear/linear number of queries if we are only concerned with whether q(n) is a constant/sublinear/linear function in n.
In this paper, we concentrate on the query complexity and ignore the time complexity for the simplicity of exposition. Hence in what follows, we assume that G always has at least one list H-homomorphism, as otherwise we can immediately reject the instance without any queries.
A central problem in the area of property testing is the classification of properties into properties testable with a constant/sublinear (but not constant)/linear number of queries. The main result of this paper is to classify graphs H with respect to the query complexity of testing LHOM(H). Our results are summarized as follows: Here, a graph is called reflexive if every vertex has a self-loop and irreflexive if no vertex has a self-loop. A graph is called a bi-arc graph if it has the following geometric representation. Let C be a circle on a plane containing two specified points, p and q on it. A bi-arc is a pair of arcs (N, S) such that N contains p but not q and S contains q but not p. A graph H = (V, E) is a bi-arc graph if there is a family of bi-arcs {(N x , S x ) | x ∈ V } such that, for every x, y ∈ V , the following holds: cc 25 (2016) Testing list H-homomorphisms 741
• if x and y are adjacent, then N x dose not intersect S y and N y does not intersect S x ,
• if x is not adjacent to y then both N x intersects S y and N y intersects S x .
It is known that a reflexive graph is a bi-arc graph if it is an interval graph and that an irreflexive graph is bi-arc if it is bipartite and its complement is a circular-arc graph (Feder et al. 2003) . We note that, if each connected component of a graph H is an irreflexive complete bipartite graph or a reflexive complete graph (the condition in Theorem 1.1), then it is also a bi-arc graph. The upper and lower bounds on query complexity hidden in Theorem 1.2 are O( √ n) and Ω( log n log log n ), respectively. Combining Theorem 1.1 with a result given in Hell & Nešetřil (2004) , we can state that LHOM(H) is testable with a constant number of queries if the number of list H-homomorphisms is countable in P (assuming P = NP). Similarly, combining Theorem 1.2 with a result in Feder et al. (2003) , we can say that LHOM(H) is testable with a sublinear number of queries if the existence of list H-homomorphisms can be determined in P (assuming P = NP). These coincidences are partly a result of universal algebra, which is now a common tool for studying computational complexity of CSPs (see, e.g., Denecke & Wismath 2002; Jeavons et al. 1997) . In universal algebra, we associate a set of functions, called polymorphisms, with a CSP, and mainly work on these polymorphisms instead of the constraints themselves (see Section 2 for details). Universal algebra has been used to restate a characterization of the constant-time testability of CSPs in another setting (Yoshida 2011). However, we make use of universal algebra for the first time to directly design testers and obtain lower bounds. 1
Note that classifying H with respect to the query complexity of testing HOM(H) would be much harder. As we can restrict the range of a map using list constraints, if LHOM(H) is hard to test, then LHOM(H ) is also hard to test for any supergraph H cc 25 (2016) of H. This feature makes it much simpler to show hardness. Indeed, LHOM(H) is a so-called conservative CSP, in which we can freely restrict the variable domains. We can often obtain results for conservative CSPs that are hard to obtain for general CSPs (Egri et al. 2012; Feder & Hell 1998; Feder et al. 1999 Feder et al. , 2003 . For example, the dichotomy conjecture given by Feder & Vardi (1998) states that every CSP is either in P or in NP-Complete. While this conjecture has not yet been shown for general CSPs, it is true for conservative CSPs (Barto 2011; Bulatov 2003) .
Note also that we require weight functions when deriving lower bounds through reduction. In property testing, we typically use the Hamming distance to define the distance to a property, and therefore, whether we can generalize our lower bounds to the unweighted case is a natural open question.
Related works. It is rare that we can obtain a characterization of properties that are testable with a constant/sublinear number of queries. The only such characterization we are aware of concerns graph properties in the dense graph model (Alon et al. 2009 ). However, no characterization has been given for sublinear-time testability. (Boolean) functions and codes are also well-studied topics in the area of property testing. Although several partial classifications on constant-time testability are known (Bhattacharyya et al. 2010; Kaufman & Sudan 2008 ), it appears that several breakthroughs are yet required to obtain a complete characterization.
In the massively parameterized model (see Newman 2010 for a survey), we are given free access to part of an input, and oracle access to the rest. In our case, the graph G and the list constraints correspond to the former, and an oracle access to a map f : V (G) → V (H) corresponds to the latter. Assignment testing of CSPs (Ben-Sasson et al. 2006; Fischer et al. 2002) is another problem in the massively parameterized model. This model can be used to test properties on labels of graphs (Chakraborty et al. 2007; Fischer et al. 2012) , where the underlying graph is given as the free access, and the existence or orientation of its edges are given as the oracle access.
It is also natural to ask whether a CSP instance is satisfiable or is far from being so. In this setting, we are only given ora-cle access to an instance. There are two major models for this setting. In the dense model, in which we can obtain a constraint containing a specified set of variables or the information that there is no constraint involving the variables, any CSP is testable with a constant number of queries (Alon & Shapira 2003; Sohler 2012) . In the bounded-degree model, in which we can obtain constraints relevant to a specified variable or the information that there is no such constraint, it is known that Horn-SAT is testable in constant time (Yoshida 2011; Yoshida & Kobayashi 2012) and the number of queries needed to test 2-Colorability is Θ( √ n) (Goldreich & Ron 1999 .
Organization. In Section 2, we introduce some definitions used throughout the paper. Sections 3 and 4 demonstrate the "if" and "only if" parts of Theorem 1.1, respectively. Similarly, Sections 5 and 6 discuss the "if" and "only if" parts of Theorem 1.2, respectively.
Preliminaries
Let w : A → R be a non-negative weight function satisfying a∈V w(a) = 1. Then, a ∼ w denotes that we pick an element a ∈ A with probability w(a). For a function f : A → B and A ⊆ A, we define f | A : A → B as the function whose domain is restricted to A . We also define w| A : A → R as w| A (a) = w(a)/ a ∈A w(a ). Note that w| A satisfies a ∈A w| A (a ) = 1.
Relational structures, polymorphisms and algebras.
A vocabulary τ is a finite set of relational symbols; each symbol has an associated arity. A (finite) relational structure A with vocabulary τ consists of a finite set A, its universe, and for every relational symbol R ∈ τ of arity n, an n-ary relation R A on A, which is the interpretation of R by A. A homomorphism of a structure A to a structure B with the same vocabulary τ is a mapping ϕ : A → B from the universe of A to the universe of B such that for each (nary) relational symbol R ∈ τ and any tuple (a 1 , . . . , a n ) ∈ R A the tuple (ϕ(a 1 ), . . . , ϕ(a n )) ∈ R B . For the relational structure B, we define HOM(B) as the problem in which, given another relational cc 25 (2016) structure A, the objective is to determine the existence of a homomorphism from A to B. We denote the size of the universe of A by |A| and denote the number of tuples in its relations by A . For brevity, we use a capital letter to denote the universe of the corresponding relational structure (e.g., A denotes the universe of A).
Let R be a k-ary relation on a set A. An (n-ary) operation f : A n → A is said to be a polymorphism of R if for any set of n k-tuples (a 1 1 , . . . , a 1 k ), (a 2 1 , . . . , a 2 k ), . . ., (a n 1 , . . . , a n k ) ∈ R, the tuple (f (a 1 1 , a 2 1 , . . . , a n 1 ), f(a 1 2 , a 2 2 , . . . , a n 2 ), . . . , f(a 1 k , a 2 k , . . . , a n k )) also belongs to R. The relation R is called an invariant of f . An operation f is a polymorphism of a relational structure A if it is a polymorphism of each relation of the structure. The set of all polymorphisms of A is denoted by Pol(A). From a collection C of operations, Inv(C) denotes the set of invariants of all operations from C. An algebra is a pair A = (A; F ) consisting of a set A, the universe of A, and a set F of operations, the basic operations of A. Operations that can be obtained from the basic operations of A and the projection operations on A, that is operations of the form f (x 1 , . . . , x n ) = x i , by means of compositions are called term operations of A. Term(A) denotes the set of all term operations of A. Any relational structure A can be associated with an algebra Alg(A) = (A; Pol(A)). Conversely, any algebra A = (A; F ) corresponds to a class of relational structures, denoted by Str(A), which includes all the structures A with universe A and
An algebra A is called idempotent and conservative if any basic operation (and thus, term operation) is idempotent and conservative, respectively.
Graph homomorphisms. We often identify a graph H = (V (H), E(H)) with a relational structure H consisting of a universe V (H) and a binary relation E(H). In particular, |H| = |V (H)| and cc 25 (2016) Testing list H-homomorphisms 745 H = |E(H)|. Note that the problems HOM(H) and HOM(H) coincide. Similarly, LHOM(H) can be restated using relational structures. Let H be the relational structure associated with H and define H L as the relational structure obtained from H by adding all unary relations S H ⊆ V (H). Then, LHOM(H) coincides with HOM(H L ) as follows. Let G be a graph with list constraints {L(v)} v∈V (G) . Let G be the relational structure corresponding to G. We can define another relational structure G L obtained from G by adding unary relations S G ⊆ V (G). Here, for each (unary) tuple
, and an operation that has {S v } v∈V (H) as invariants must be idempotent.
Testing homomorphisms. Let A and B be relational structures and w : A → R be a weight function with a∈A w(a) = 1. The distance between two functions f, f :
We consider testing homomorphisms to a relational structure B. The input is (A, w, f) where A is a relational structure, w : A → R is a weight function with a∈A w(a) = 1, and f : A → B is a map. The relational structures A, B and the weight function w are given explicitly. The map f is given as an oracle access, that is, by specifying a ∈ A, the oracle returns the value of f (a).
Definition 2.1. An algorithm is called a tester for HOM(B) if, given an input (A, w, f), it has an acceptance probability of at least 2/3 when f is a homomorphism from A to B and has an rejection probability of at least 2/3 when f is -far from a homomorphism.
A tester is called a one-sided error tester if it always accepts an input (A, w, f) when f is a homomorphism. An algorithm is said to have a query complexity q(n, m, ) if, given an input (A, w, f), cc 25 (2016) it queries at most q(|A|, A , ) times. We always assume that q(n, m, ) is an increasing function in n, m and 1/ .
Similarly, we can define testers and testability for HOM(H) and LHOM(H) for a graph H since they have equivalent formalizations using relational structures. For convenience, we write the inputs for HOM(H) and LHOM(H) as (G, w, f) and (G,
is a set of list constraints, w is a weight function, and f is a map given as an oracle. Note that, in addition to G, H, w, we are explicitly given the list constraints {L(v)} v∈V (G) , as they are part of the relational structure.
Graphs testable with a constant number of queries
In this section, we show the following lemma, which is the "if" part of Theorem 1.1.
Lemma 3.1. When H is a graph such that each connected component is either an irreflexive complete bipartite graph or a reflexive complete graph, then there exists a one-sided error tester for LHOM(H) with query complexity O((1 + log(|V (H)|))/ 3 ).
Connected components.
The main objective of this section is showing the following lemma, which will simplify the argument when showing upper bounds.
Lemma 3.2. Let H be a graph with connected components H 1 , . . . , H t . Suppose that for each i ∈ {1, . . . , t}, there exists a onesided error tester T i for LHOM(H i ) with query complexity at most q( ), provided that the input graph is connected. Then, there exists a one-sided error tester T for LHOM(H) with query complexity O((1 + log t)(1/ 2 + q( /4)/ )) for any input graph.
We start with the following lemma.
Lemma 3.3. Let H be a graph with connected components H 1 , . . . , H t . Suppose that, for each i ∈ {1, . . . , t}, there exists a onesided error tester T i for LHOM(H i ) with query complexity at most q( ), provided that the input graph is connected. Then, there exists a one-sided error tester T for LHOM(H) with query complexity O((1 + log t)(1/ + q( /2))), provided that the input graph is connected.
Our tester T is described in Algorithm 1. The query complexity of T is O((1+log t)(1/ +q( /2))) and it is a one-sided error tester.
Algorithm 1 A tester for H consisting of more than one connected components 1: for i = 1 to t do 2:
Sample Θ((1 + log t)/ ) vertices of G according to w and let S be the set of sampled vertices.
3: if rejected = false then accept the input and terminate the algorithm. 9: Reject the input.
Suppose that f is a list-homomorphism. Then, since G is connected, f is a list-homomorphism to H i for some i. In this case,
, and T i always accepts. Thus for such i, we never set the variable "rejected" to be true in Line 7, and it follows that we accept the input in Line 8.
Suppose that dist H (f ) ≥ . Then, note that dist H i (f ) ≥ for every i ∈ {1, . . . , t}. We will show that we reject the input with high probability. cc 25 (2016) then we finish the i-th iteration in Line 3 with probability at least
from the triangle inequality. Thus, we set the variable "rejected" to be false in Line 7 with probability at least 1 − (1/3) Θ(log t) ≥ 1 − 1/6t by choosing the hidden constant large enough. From the union bound, we reject the input in Line 9 with probability at least 1 − 2t/6t = 2/3.
We also need the following simple proposition.
Proposition 3.5. Let X be a random variable taking values in
Hence, p ≥ /2 holds.
Lemma 3.6. Let H be a (not necessarily connected) graph. Suppose that there exists a one-sided error tester T for LHOM(H) with query complexity q( ), provided that the input graph is connected. Then, there exists a one-sided error tester T for LHOM(H) with query complexity O(q( /2)/ ) for any input graph.
Proof. Let (G, L, w, f) be an input. Our tester T is as follows: Let S be a set of Θ(1/ ) vertices chosen from G according to w. For each vertex v ∈ S, we run T with an error parameter /2 on the input whose domain is restricted to C(v). We reject if T rejects for some v ∈ S. We accept otherwise. The algorithm above always accepts when f is a list homomorphism, and the query complexity is at most O(q( /2)/ ). (v) ) ≥ /2, the tester T rejects with probability at least 2/3. Thus T rejects with probability at least 1 − (1 − 2/3 · /2) Θ(1/ ) ≥ 2/3 by choosing the hidden constant large enough.
Proof (Lemma 3.2). Combining Lemmas 3.3 and 3.6, we immediately obtain the lemma.
List constraints.
Next, we show that the query complexity to test LHOM(H) is almost the same as the query complexity to test LHOM(H), provided that the input map satisfies list constraints.
Lemma 3.7. Suppose that there exists a one-sided error tester T for LHOM(H) with query complexity q( ), provided that the input map satisfies list constraints. Then, there also exists a one-sided error tester T for LHOM(H) with query complexity O(1/ )+q( /2) for any input map.
Note that we can compute f (v) by querying f once, i.e., f (v).
Our tester T is as follows: Let S be a set of Θ(1/ ) vertices chosen from G according to w. We reject if f (v) ∈ L(v) for some v ∈ S. Otherwise, we simply return the output by T running on f with an error parameter /2. cc 25 (2016) The test above always accepts when f is a list-homomorphism, and the query complexity is at most O(1/ ) + q( /2).
If dist(f, f ) < /2, from the triangle inequality, we have dist H (f ) ≥ /2. Thus, T rejects with probability at least 2/3.
Graphs testable with a constant number of queries.
We first see that a reflexive complete graph is efficiently testable. Proof. Let (G, L, w, f) be an input and assume that f satisfies list constraints. Then, we can always accept since any map is a list-homomorphism to H. The lemma follows from Lemma 3.7. Now, we proceed to irreflexive graphs. Lemma 3.9. Let K 2 be an irreflexive complete graph with two vertices. There exists a one-sided error tester T for LHOM(K 2 ) with query complexity O(1/ 2 ).
Proof. Let (G, L, w, f) be an input and assume that G is connected and f satisfies list constraints. Note that G must be bipartite in order to have a homomorphism to H, and let V 1 ∪ V 2 be the bipartition of G. Let a, b be the two vertices in K 2 . Then, we have exactly two homomorphisms f 1 and f 2 . That is,
Note that at least one of f 1 and f 2 must satisfy list constraints as otherwise we cannot satisfy all the constraints.
Our algorithm is as follows: Let S 1 (resp., S 2 ) be the set of Θ(1/ ) times vertices obtained by sampling vertices from V 1 (resp., V 2 ) according to w| V 1 (resp., w| V 2 ). Then, there are two cases.
• Suppose both f 1 and f 2 satisfy list constraints. Then, we (2016) Testing list H-homomorphisms 751
We accept if all of them hold and reject otherwise.
• Suppose only one of f 1 and f 2 satisfies list constraints. If f 1 satisfies list constraints, then we check f (u) = a for every u ∈ S 1 and check f (u) = b for every u ∈ S 2 . If f 2 satisfies list constraints, then we check f (u) = b for every u ∈ S 1 and check f (u) = a for every u ∈ S 2 . We accept if all of them hold and reject otherwise.
The test above always accepts when f is a list-homomorphism f 1 or f 2 , and the query complexity is O(1/ ).
Suppose dist H (f ) ≥ . We have two cases to consider.
• Suppose both f 1 and f 2 satisfy list constraints. Since f is -far from f 1 , we have either
Suppose (i) and (iii) hold, or (ii) and (iv) hold. Then, the probability that we reject by finding u, v ∈ S 1 with f (u) = f (v) or u, v ∈ S 2 with f (u) = f (v) is at least 1 − (1 − 2 · /2) Θ(1/ ) ≥ 2/3 by choosing the hidden constant large enough.
Suppose (i) and (iv) hold, or (ii) and (iii) hold. Then, the probability that we reject by finding u ∈ S 1 and v ∈ S 2 with
• Only one of f 1 and f 2 satisfies list constraints. Suppose f 1 satisfies list constraints. We can use the same analysis when f 2 satisfies list constraints.
Since f is -far from f 1 , we have either v∈V
In the former case, we reject by finding u ∈ S 1 with f (u) = b with probability at least 2/3. Similarly, in the latter case, we reject by finding u ∈ S 2 with f (u) = a with probability at least 2/3. From Lemmas 3.2 and 3.7, LHOM(K 2 ) is testable with O(1/ 2 ) queries.
cc 25 (2016) Now, we show that any complete bipartite graph is testable with a constant number of queries. For two graphs G and H, we call a map f :
Proposition 3.10. Let h be a full-homomorphism from H to H . For a graph G and a homomorphism f from G to H , let
. Then, f is also a homomorphism from G to H.
Lemma 3.11. Let H be a graph and suppose that there exists a full-homomorphism h from H to H . If there exists a one-sided error tester for LHOM(H ) with query complexity q( ), then there exists a one-sided error tester for LHOM(H) with query complexity O(1/ ) + q( /2).
Proof. Let (G, L, w, f) be an input of LHOM(H) and assume that f satisfies list constraints. We define L = h•L and f = h•f . Then, we run the tester for LHOM(H ) on an input (G, L , w, f ) with an error parameter .
If f is a list-homomorphism, then f is also a list-homomorphism, and the tester always accepts.
Suppose that dist H (f ) ≥ and let f be the list-homomorphism closest to f . We define f :
Note that, in the latter case, h(L(v) ). Thus, f is well-defined. We can easily see that f satisfies list constraints. Since we have f (v) ∈ cc 25 (2016) Testing list H-homomorphisms 753
≥ and the tester rejects with probability at least 2/3.
We have shown that LHOM(H) is testable with q( ) queries when an input is restricted to satisfy list constraints. The lemma follows from Lemma 3.7.
Lemma 3.12. Let H be an irreflexive complete bipartite graph. Then, there exists a one-sided error tester for LHOM(H) with query complexity O(1/ 2 ).
Proof. Since there exists a full-homomorphism from H to K 2 , from Lemmas 3.9 and 3.11, LHOM(H) is testable with O(1/ 2 ) queries.
Proof (Lemma 3.1). By combining Lemmas 3.8, 3.12, and 3.2, we have the lemma.
Finally, we remark that we can state Lemma 3.1 in terms of polymorphisms. A graph H is a graph such that each connected component is either an irreflexive complete bipartite graph or a reflexive complete graph if LHOM(H) admits a Mal'tsev operation as its polymorphism (Bulatov & Dalmau 2007) , where a ternary function f : D 3 → D over a domain D is called Mal'tsev if f (x, y, y) = f (y, y, x) = x for any x, y ∈ D.
Graphs not testable with a constant number of queries
In this section, we show the following lemma, which is the "only if" part of Theorem 1.1.
Lemma 4.1. Let H be a graph with a connected component that is neither an irreflexive complete bipartite graph nor a reflexive complete graph. Then, testing LHOM(H) requires Ω( log n log log n ) queries. The following is immediate since we can freely restrict the range of a map by list constraints. The following lemma is a direct consequence of Fischer et al. (2002) . Proof. Consider the following problem. We are given a digraph G = (V, E) and an oracle access to a function f :
and called -far from monotonicity if no modification of up to an -fraction of f makes it monotone. The task is to test whether f is monotone or is -far from monotonicity. It is shown in Fischer et al. (2002) that, even if G is a bipartite digraph whose all arcs are directed from the left part to the right part, we need at least Ω( log n log log n ) queries. This problem can be seen as testing LHOM(H), where H is a graph satisfying the condition of the lemma: Let G be a bipartite digraph whose all arcs are directed from the left part X to the right part Y . We add a list constraint L(u) = {a, b} for each vertex u in X, and add a list constraint L(v) = {c, d} for each vertex v in Y . Then, for each arc (u, v) {(a, c), (b, c), (b, d) }. Now, we identify a and b with values 1 and 0, respectively, and identify c and d with values 1 and 0, respectively. Then, each constraint is equivalent to saying f (u) ≤ f (v). Thus the lower bound of Ω( log n log log n ) holds. We also use the following lemma, which is a special case of Lemma 6.1 (see Section 6). Note that K 3 is not bi-arc.
Lemma 4.4. Let K 3 be an irreflexive complete graph with three vertices. Then, testing LHOM(K 3 ) requires Ω(n) queries.
The following two lemmas deal with reflexive graphs and irreflexive graphs, respectively. Proof. Let P = ({a, b, c}; {(a, a), (b, b), (c, c), (a, b), (b, a), (b, c) , (c, b)}) be a reflexive path of length 2. Then, a, b, b, c in place of  a, b, c, d = ({a, b, c, d}; {(a, b), (b, a), (b, c), (c, b), (c, d) , Proof (Lemma 4.1). Let P = ({a, b}; {(a, b), (b, a), (b, b) }) be an edge with a self-loop on b (and no self-loop on a). Then, a, b, b, a  in place of a, b, c, d 
Graphs testable with a sublinear number of queries
In this section, we show the following lemma, which is the "if" part of Theorem 1.2.
Lemma 5.1. Let H be a bi-arc graph. Then, there exists a onesided error tester for LHOM(H) with query complexity O( n/ ).
We first describe a propagation algorithm to solve CSPs. Let A and B be two relational structures with the same vocabulary τ . To check whether there exists a homomorphism f from A to B, we can use the following algorithm called (k, )-Minimality (Bulatov 2006; Feder & Vardi 1998) 
In words, U consists of every set of variables on which a constraint is imposed and every set of variables of size . For each U ∈ U, we keep track of a set of maps from U to B. Note that the set can be represented as
Then, for each U ∈ U, we keep removing maps from S U if we have observed that they cannot be homomorphisms from U to B. More specifically, we update as follows. Let U, U ∈ U be sets of variables with |U ∩ U | ≤ k. Then, we eliminate tuples a from S U if a| U is not contained in S U | U , where a| U is the projection of a on U , and S U | U is the projection of S U on U . We continue this process until no update occurs. If S U becomes empty for some U ⊆ A, we conclude that A has no homomorphism to B. Even if no S U is empty when this process finishes, A may not have a homomorphism to B in general. A relational structure B is said to have width (k, ) if A always has a homomorphism to B in such a case. For a set W ⊆ V, |W | < , using (any) U ⊇ W, |U | = , we define S W as the projection of S U on W .
A ternary operation f :
It is known that a relational structure B such that the associated algebra Alg(B) admits a conservative majority operation has width (2, 3) (Jeavons et al. 1997) . For sets A ⊆ A, we say that a map f : A → B is extendable to a homomorphism if there exists a homomorphism f : Lemma 5.2 (2-Helly property, Feder & Vardi 1998) . Let B be a relational structure such that Alg(B) admits a conservative majority operation. For a relational structure A and U ⊆ A, |U | ≤ 3, let S U be the set of tuples obtained by (2, 3)-Minimality running on A. If a map f : U → B is not extendable to a homomorphism from A to B, then there is a violating vertex v or a violating pair
Lemma 5.3 (Brewster et al. 2008; Egri et al. 2012) . Let H be a bi-arc graph. Then, H L admits a conservative majority operation.
Proof (Lemma 5.1). Let (G, L, w, f) be an input of LHOM(H). From Lemmas 5.2 and 5.3, we can assume the 2-Helly property. Our algorithm is described in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 LHOM(H) tester for a bi-arc graph H 1: Run (2, 3)-Minimality and let S U be the set of tuples obtained for U ⊆ V (G), |U | ≤ 3. 2: Let X be a set of Θ(1/ ) vertices chosen according to w. 3: if ∃v ∈ X such that f (v) ∈ S {v} then 4:
Reject the input. 5: Let Y 1 , Y 2 be sets of Θ( n/ ) vertices chosen according to w.
Reject the input. 8: Accept the input.
Note that (2, 3)-Minimality updates S U using not only the graph G but also the set of list constraints L. The query complexity is clearly O( n/ ). It is clear that the tester always accepts when f is a list-homomorphism.
Suppose that dist H (f ) ≥ . Let U be a subset of V (G) with the maximum weight such that the partial map f | U is extendable cc 25 (2016) to a list-homomorphism. Clearly, we have w(U ) + ≤ 1. Let v be a vertex in V (G) \ U . From the maximality of U , we cannot extend f | U ∪{v} to a list-homomorphism. Thus, from the 2-Helly property, v is a violating vertex or (v, u) is a violating pair for some u ∈ U . Let A be the set of violating vertices in V (G) \ U , and B = V (G) \ (U ∪ A) . Note that for any v ∈ B, a pair (v, u) is a violating pair for some u ∈ U .
When w(A) ≥ /2, we reject in Line 4 with probability at least 1 − (1 − /2) Θ(1/ ) ≥ 2/3 by choosing the hidden constant large enough.
Suppose that w(B) ≥ /2. Let q = |Y 1 | = |Y 2 | and c > 0 be a parameter. Let Y 1 = Y 1 ∩ B and we define the following three events.
• F 1 : the event that w(Y 1 ) > q cn . • F 2 : the event that there is a violating pair in Y 1 × Y 1 .
• F 3 : the event that there is a violating pair in Y 1 × Y 2 .
By choosing c large enough, we have Pr[F 1 ] ≥ 9 10 from Chernoff's bound.
If F 2 happens, we can find a violating pair since Y 1 ⊆ Y 1 and the algorithm checks all pairs in Y 1 × Y 1 .
Suppose that F 1 happens but F 2 does not happen. Let N (Y 1 ) = {u ∈ U | ∃v ∈ Y 1 , (v, u) is a violating pair} and U = (U \N (Y 1 ))∪ Y 1 . Note that there is no violating vertex and no violating pair within U as there is no violating pair in Y 1 × Y 1 . Hence, from the 2-Helly property, f | U is extendable to a list-homomorphism. From the maximality of U , we must have
10 by choosing the hidden constant in q large enough. If F 3 happens, we can find a violating pair in Y 1 × Y 2 .
In total, the probability that we do not find a violating pair is at most
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Note that we have only used the fact that H L admits a conservative majority operation. Thus, our algorithm can be also used to testing homomorphisms to other CSPs admitting conservative majority operations such as 2SAT. Running Algorithm 2 on 2SAT can be seen as follows. Given an instance of 2SAT, we first make the implication graph associated with it. The implication graph gives constraints on satisfying assignments such as "u = true implies v = false" and "v = false." Then, we sample a set X of size Θ(1/ ) and sets Y 1 , Y 2 of size Θ( n/ ). If there is x ∈ X or a pair (y 1 , y 2 ) ∈ Y 1 × (Y 1 ∪ Y 2 ) violating constraints implied by the implication graph, then we reject. Otherwise, we accept.
Graphs not testable with a sublinear number of queries
In this section, we prove the following, which is the "only if" part of Theorem 1.2.
Lemma 6.1. If a graph H is not a bi-arc graph, then testing LHOM(H) requires Ω(n) queries.
To prove Lemma 6.1, we make use of a sequence of reductions. First, we define reductions used in this section. Definition 6.2. Let A and B be relational structures. Suppose that, for functions t 1 , t 2 : N × N → N and constants c 1 , c 2 , there exists a (randomized) process such that given an input (J , w J , f J ) for HOM(B), it generates an input (I, w I , f I ) for HOM(A) such that
the probability is over internal coin tosses of the randomized process, and (v) we can compute f I (v) for any v ∈ I by querying f J at most c 2 times.
Then, we say that there is a (randomized) gap-preserving local reduction from B to A (with parameters t 1 , t 2 , c 1 , and c 2 ). Lemma 6.3. Let A be a relational structure such that there exists a tester for HOM(A) with query complexity q (n, m, ) . If there exists a gap-preserving local reduction from a relational structure B to A with parameters t 1 , t 2 , c 1 , and c 2 , there exists a tester for HOM(B) with query complexity O(q(t 1 (n, m), t 2 (n, m), O( ))).
Proof. Let (J , w J , f J ) be an input of HOM(B). Let (I, w I , f I ) be the (random) input of HOM(A) given by the reduction. We run a tester T with an error parameter c 1 . If f J is a homomorphism, then T accepts with probability at least 2/3. If f J isfar from homomorphisms, then T rejects with probability at least 9/10 · 2/3 = 3/5. In both cases, we can increase the probability by running T a constant number of times and taking the majority of outputs. Since we can compute the value of f I (v) by querying f J at most c 2 times, the number of queries to f J is at most O(c 2 q(t 1 (n, m), t 2 (n, m), c 1 )).
Recall that Str(A) is the set of structures A satisfying Term(A) ⊆ Pol(A). For an algebra A, we say that HOM(A) is testable with q(n, m, ) queries if, for any relational structure A ∈ Str(A), HOM(A) is testable with q(n, m, ) queries. Lemma 6.4. Let A init be a relational structure such that HOM(A init ) is testable with q(n, m, ) queries. Then, HOM(A init ) is also testable with O(1/ 2 + q(O(n + m), O(m), O( ))) queries, where A init = (A; Pol(A init )) is the algebra associated with A init . In particular, we only use gap-preserving local reductions with t 1 (n, m) ≤ n + m, t 2 (n, m) ≤ 2m, c 1 = c 2 = O(1).
Here, the notation O(·) hides dependency on parameters of the relational structure A init such as arities of relations in A init .
Proof (Lemma 6.4). Let A last be a relational structure in Str(A init ). Then, each relation of A last is obtained from relations of A init in finitely many steps by using the following constructions (Bodnarchuk et al. 1969a,b) :
1. adding the equality relation, 2. removing a relation, 3. adding a relation obtained by permuting the variables of a relation, 4. adding the intersection of two relations of the same arity, 5. adding the product of two relations. (For two relations R and R , their product is {a • a | a ∈ R, a ∈ R }, where • is the concatenation of tuples.), and 6. adding a relation obtained by projecting an n-ary relation to its first n − 1 variables.
We note that we can construct A last from A init by first constructing A = from A init by adding the equality relation and then constructing A last from A = by applying other constructions. We first show that A = is testable with query complexity q (n, m, ), where q (n, m, ) = O(1/ 2 + q(O(n + m), O(m), O( ))). This step requires a preprocessing with query complexity O(1/ 2 ) followed by a gap-preserving local reduction to A init with t 1 (n, m) ≤ n + m, t 2 (n, m) ≤ 2m, c 1 = c 2 = O(1).
Then, we show that A last is testable with query complexity q (O(n + m), O(m), O( ))). To this end, it suffices to prove that a relational structure B is testable, where B is obtained by any of those constructions from a relational structure A ∈ Str(A init ). To this end, we will give gap-preserving local reductions from B to A with t 1 (n, m) ≤ n + m, t 2 (n, m) ≤ 2m, c 1 = c 2 = O(1). Then, the lemma follows by iteratively applying Lemma 6.3.
We use the following approach to show gap-preserving local reductions from B to A. Let (J , w J , f J ) be an input of HOM(B). Then, we construct another input (I, w I , f I ) of HOM(A) so that the construction satisfies conditions of gap-preserving local reduc-cc 25 (2016) tions. Since checking conditions (i), (ii), (iii) and (v) are straightforward, we will only check the condition (iv). For any case below, we define f I : I → A as the homomorphism closest to f I . Then, we will construct a homomorphism f J : J → B using f I and show that dist(f I , f I ) must be large using the fact that dist(f J , f J ) ≥ .
When showing a gap-preserving local reduction from A = to A init , it is convenient to rename A = B since we can take the approach described above using the same symbols. Case 1. Let us suppose that B is obtained from A init by adding the equality relation, that is, B = A = . Let θ be the reflexive, symmetric, transitive closure of θ , where θ is the relation of J corresponding to equality in B. Clearly, θ is an equivalence relation on J. For a variable v ∈ J, we define v/ θ as the corresponding θ-block. For a θ-block u, we define w J (u, b) = cc 25 (2016) follows: For each v ∈ J, we set f I (v) = f J (v). For each variable v corresponding to an (r − 1)-tuple in S J , we define f I (v) as follows. Let (v 1 , . . . , v r−1 ) be the (r − 1)-tuple. If there exists some a such that (f (v 1 ), . . . , f(v r−1 ), a) is in R, then we set f I (v) = a. Otherwise, we set an arbitrary value to f I (v). We choose such a value to satisfy the condition (iii). Finally, we define f
We introduce some notions related to algebras (see e.g., Bulatov 
Algebras A, B are of the same type if they have the same number of basic operations and corresponding operations have the same arities. Given algebras A, B of the same type, a product A × B is the algebra with the same type as A and B with universe A × B and basic operations computed coordinate-wise. An equivalence relation θ on A is called a congruence of an algebra A if θ is a subalgebra of A × A. Given a congruence θ on A, we can form the homomorphic image A/ θ , whose elements are the equivalence classes of A and the basic operations are defined so that the natural projection mapping is a homomorphism A → A/ θ . If A is idempotent, θ-classes are subuniverses of A. This property is crucially used when showing the expressibility of Str(A) (see Lemma 6.7). It is known that a relational structure A is in Str(A) if each relation in A is a subuniverse of a finite power of A.
A variety is a class of algebras of the same type closed-under formation of subalgebras, homomorphic images and finite products. For any algebra A, there is a smallest variety containing A, denoted by V(A) and called the variety generated by A. It is well known that any variety is generated by an algebra and that any member of V(A) is a homomorphic image of a subalgebra of a power of A. Lemma 6.5. Let A be an algebra such that HOM(A) is testable with q(n, m, ) queries. Then, for any finite algebra B ∈ V(A), cc 25 (2016) Testing list H-homomorphisms 767 HOM(B) is also testable with O(q(O(n) , O(m), O( ))) queries. In particular, we only use gap-preserving local reductions from with
Proof. It suffices to show that every subalgebra, homomorphic image, and finite power of A is testable with O(q (O(n), O(m) , O( ))) queries. Let B be a subalgebra, a homomorphic image, or a finite power of A and let B be a relational structure on B such that the relations of B are subalgebras of finite powers of B. From Lemma 6.3, it suffices to show a gap-preserving local reduction from B to A ∈ Str(A). We follow the approach similar to the proof of Lemma 6.4. Given an input (J , w J , f J ) for HOM(B), we define another structure (I, w I , f I ) for HOM(A). Then, we show that the construction satisfies the conditions of gap-preserving local reductions. Since checking conditions (i), (ii), (iii), and (v) are straightforward, we will only check the condition (iv). For any case below, we define f I : I → A as a homomorphism closest to f I . Then, we will construct a homomorphism f J : J → B from f I and show that dist(f I , f I ) must be large by using the fact that dist(f J , f J ) ≥ .
Suppose first that B is a subalgebra of A. Let A be the relational structure whose base set is A and whose relations are all the relations of B and B as a unary relation. Notice that the relations of A are subalgebras of finite powers of A, and A ∈ Str(A). We take I to be J with all of its relations adding the unary relation J corresponding to the relation B in A. In particular, I = J. Then, we define w I = w J and f I = f J . Due to the unary relations, f I (v) ∈ B must hold for every v ∈ I. Thus, f I is also a homomorphism from J to B. Thus, dist A (f ) = dist(f I , f I ) ≥ .
Secondly, suppose that B is a homomorphic image of A under a homomorphism h : A → B. This time, let A be the relational structure whose base set is A and whose relations are the preimages under the homomorphism h of all the relations of B. Notice that the relations of A are subalgebras of finite powers of A, and A ∈ Str(A). We take I to be a copy of J . We define w I = w J and f I : I → A so that f I (v) is any element in h −1 (f J (v)). Note that h • f I is a homomorphism from I to B. From the construction, we have dist(
cc 25 (2016) Finally, suppose that B = A k . Let A be the relational structure with the following relations: If R is an s-ary relation of B, define R 0 to be the sk-ary relation such that, if (b 1 , . . . , b s ) ∈ R with b i =  (a 1,i , . . . , a k,i ) , we put the sk-tuple (a 1,1 , . . . , a 1,s , . . . , a k,1 , . . . , a k,s ) in R 0 . Note that the sk-ary relations obtained in this way are subalgebras of finite powers of A, and A ∈ Str(A). We take I to be the union of k disjoint copies of J with one sk-ary relation for each s-ary relation of J . An sk-tuple in the new relation on I is formed by the k copies of an s-tuple in the old relation on J , i.e., if (x 1 , . . . , x s ) is in the old relation on J and x i,j is the i-th copy of x j in J, then (x 1,1 , . . . , x 1,s , . . . , x k,1 , . . . , x k,s ) is in the new relation. We define w I (x i ) = w J (x)/k if x i is a copy of x. For a map f J : J → B, we define f I : I → A as follows: If x i,j is the i-th copy of x j , we define f I (x i,j ) as the i-th element of f J (x j ). We make f J : J → B from f I by f J (x j ) = (f I (x 1,j ) , . . . , f I (x k,j )). Clearly, f J is a homomorphism. Thus, dist(f I , f I ) ≥ dist(f J , f J )/k ≥ /k. We define 3LIN = ({0, 1};{(0, 0, 0), (0, 1, 1), (1, 0, 1), (1, 1, 0)}, {(0, 0, 1), (0, 1, 0), (1, 0, 0), (1, 1, 1)}) as the relational structure expressing a system of linear equations over F 2 such that each equation has arity three. It is known that testing homomorphisms to 3LIN is hard.
Lemma 6.6 (Ben- Sasson et al. 2006) . Testing HOM(3LIN) requires Ω(n) queries even when m = O(n).
The final piece we need is the following two lemmas. Here, the unary type is a notion used in tame congruence theory (see Denecke & Wismath 2002; Hobby & McKenzie 1988 ). Since we do not use any specific property of the unary type and its definition requires a lot of preparation, we do not formally define it here. (see. e.g., Bulatov & Valeriote 2008 for the definition). The following lemma is a well-known property of idempotent algebras admitting the unary type.
cc 25 (2016) Testing list H-homomorphisms 769 Lemma 6.7 (Bulatov & Jeavons 2001) . Let A be an idempotent algebra whose variety V(A) admits the unary type. Then, there exists an algebra B ∈ V(A) that consists of only projections. In particular, Str(B) contains all structures.
Recall that, for a graph H, H L denotes the relational structure obtained by adding all unary relations to the relational structure associated with H, and H L denotes the algebra associated with H L . Lemma 6.8 (Feder et al. 2003) . Let H be a non-bi-arc graph. Then, V(H L ) admits the unary type.
Proof (Lemma 6.1). Assume that LHOM(H) is testable with o(n) queries when m = O(n). Then, from Lemma 6.4, HOM(H L ) is testable with o(n) queries when m = O(n). Also from Lemma 6.5, HOM(H ) is testable with o(n) queries for any finite H ∈ V(H L ) when m = O(n). On the other hand, H L is idempotent and V(H L ) admits the unary type from Lemma 6.8. Thus from Lemma 6.7, V(H L ) contains an algebra H such that 3LIN ∈ Str(H ). However, testing 3LIN requires Ω(n) queries from Lemma 6.6 even when m = O(n). This means that testing HOM(H ) requires Ω(n) queries when m = O(n), a contradiction.
